
Once upon a time, a king and queen lived in 
a big castle. The castle was old and worn out. 
The king summoned his princes and princesses 
and told them to renovate the castle however they
see best. 
“By the end of the year I want a full report exactly
what you’ve done! The princes and princesses who 
I think have performed the best, will get something
extra in their Christmas stocking.” said the king. 

Episode 1: Setting the scope
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While some of the prince and princesses started on 
their own rooms, others focused on the public areas.
They ordered new staircases, new roofs, whatever they
thought was needed. The king’s gold was going fast. 
No one thought to review what was being ordered or to
coordinate their initiatives. After all, a good plan today
beats a perfect plan tomorrow!
But this is only a fairy tale. It wouldn’t happen in 
real life, right?
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Episode 2: Renovation begins!



Minutes after Lady Beatrice ordered handyman Jack to install 
the new chandeliers, Prince Harald told him to shoe his horse
instead. Jack was burning his candles at both ends, he was 
unable to keep everyone happy. 
The Court Master desperately tried to explain to the king that
because of all the new project activity, his people were not able to
do their day-to-day jobs and things were running behind. 
Meanwhile Lady Beatrice complained: “It is dreadful, my king! 
I have to micro-manage my workmen to stop others from
pulling them away for another job. It’s not fair, it 
seems that only the prince or princess who 
shouts the loudest, can get things done!”linchpinbooks.eu

Episode 3: Going on strike



“I am sure other princes and princesses are using the court
master’s housekeeping budget to get their projects done.” Lady
Beatrice blurted out to the king. The king sped off to his loyal
treasurer, Sir Countecoin. He was in his office, checking a long 
lists of numbers.“More than half of the projects are going over
budget.” Countecoin said. “And that's not all! Think about the gold
we'll need to maintain all that new stuff in the future. We will have a
lot of legacy material to cope with, when the prince and 
princesses leave the castle.” I wonder if other castles 
have so much legacy stuff?, the king said to himself.
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Episode 4: Watch the budget!



The king was in despair. Things were not going to plan!  The
budgets were out of hand. Everyone was overloaded with work.
“What should I do?” the king asked Countecoin his treasurer.
“There is a wise wizard over the mountains. He can help us!”
Countecoin replied. The king agreed to hire the wizard and
sent off his fastest pigeon. Two days later the wizard appeared 
with a loud bang and in a cloud of smoke. “You called for me,
sire?” said the wizard. “Indeed I did” said the King. But the only
question on the kings mind was whether the wizard will 
make things better or worse?”
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Episode 5: The wise wizard to the rescue!



The wizard introduced Portfolio Management and clarified
everyone's role and responsibilities. He made sure that 
the prince and princesses created project charters for all their
initiatives. They had to go to the king for approval of the scope
and the budget. Every single change that happened in the castle
had to be approved by the master of the court. The wizard taught
them the basics of project management and soon the
projects became aligned. The king only approved projects that 
were truly valuable for the castle. The wizard assigned
a change manager and a portfolio manager who
reported directly to the king. 
 
And they all lived happily ever after... right?
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Episode 6 : Introducing Project Management!



The king summoned his portfolio manager to account for all 
the problems that kept popping up; the new well had been dug
on the wrong side of the castle which made it difficult 
for the cook to fetch water. The new guardhouse had been 
placed too close to the castle, the new drawbridge had been badly
fitted and had fallen on the guard's head. The king called the wise
wizard to the rescue once again. "Enterprise management is what
you need, my king." The wizard explained. "Moreover, the
requirements for the projects need to be clearly defined.
And make sure you have the technical designs
approved upfront!" "So obvious!" the king thought.
"Why didn't I think of that?"linchpinbooks.eu

Episode 7 : Bad designs!



Everyone agreed, enterprise management was a big step 
forward. Even the court master was grateful, for now he could
align the day-to-day management of the castle.“Our operational
management has improved significantly since we started 
keeping track of the designs in our CMDB” said the court master
to the king.
 
The king looked at the court master with wary eyes, “What's a
CMDB in goodness name? Should I call an exterminator?” 
The court master reassured the king that the 
Configuration Management Database had been 
set up to keep track of all important information.linchpinbooks.eu

Episode 8 : Finding and sharing information!



Life in the castle was still as hectic as ever. Craftsmen were 
coming and going all day. The masons arrived to fix the well but
were trapped by the guardhouse labourers who had 
unexpectedly lowered the drawbridge. 
 
The thatchers and shinglers were arguing with the staircase
craftsmen. What’s more, at noon the kitchen was full with hungry
workmen, grabbing any food they could find. With only three peas
and a pod left for the king, he immediately summoned the wise
wizard. "And bring me some rice pudding!” He demanded. 
Unlike the solution, the wizard's diagnosis was quick 
and simple: ‘insufficient resource planning!’linchpinbooks.eu

Episode 9 : Too many people!



It was in absolute secrecy the wizard revealed the magic of
the Gantt chart to the king. He explained task, issue and
risk logs, and how it was even possible to create, hour-by-
hour, plans for detailed tasks in projects. The wizard, told
the king when and how to use which type of plan. Together
they discussed the possibility of aligning resources with
project plans. “Once I tried to create a machine to calculate
the planning for me.” the wizard told the king in confidence.
“Unfortunately it exploded in my face when I tried
to level all my resources. That day I swore I'd only 
do it manually in future!”

Episode 10 : Secrets of the wizard!
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The moon stood bright on the horizon and the silence 
inspired the courts favourite musician, Isembard, to compose 
a new song. But while looking up at the stars he tripped over
some abandoned tools that the workman had left behind and
fell into the newly dug well. No one had taken care to fence off
the site. Poor Isembard broke his arm and his lute. The king
and his guests were very disappointed that their favourite bard
wasn't able to play at the royal ball. “They should have kept an
eye out for safety!” the courtiers murmured between
themselves.Nobody and nothing should get in the way
of the Royal Ball and so the wise wizard was 
called once again. If you were the wise wizard,
what would you advise the king?

Episode 11 : Watch out!
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The Wizard wasn’t surprised that the accident had happened.
“For sure, sire, you should have a risk register and safety
officer.” he explained. “What’s a risk register asked the king?”
 
After explaining to the king, the wizard taught his portfolio
manager that projects should keep track of risks. The wizard
appointed Lady Beatrice the noble task of safety officer. She
worked closely together with the change manager to make 
sure that the necessary requirements were added to the
projects for safety and security.

Episode 11 : Risk and quality management- Part 2
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The official inauguration of new castle walls was a big day for the
 king. Everyone was excited to see what a full year of hard work
looked like. They knew the finest ashlar was used and couldn't wait 
to behold the result. Everyone that mattered in the kingdom would be
there. Even nobles from the neighbouring castles had been invited for
the official opening. But just as the scaffolding was being pulled away
in preparation the borders to the moat, which the new wall was built
upon, caved in. A large piece of the castle wall crashed down into the
moat with a mighty splash and all the nobles could look straight into
the royal bathroom, where the queen was preparing for her bath.  
You can imagine, the queen was furious with the program
manager. But nobody knew what had gone wrong or 
who was to blame. It seemed that it wasn't 
anyone’s fault.

Episode 12 : A go-live with shaming results!
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It had never been verified if the moat walls were strong 
enough to hold the caste walls. The stability tests were
skipped to gain time and money. Just as today, proper testing
is often neglected in projects. It can easily double the costs and
the time of the project. The testing part is usually the first to be
skipped in a project. Insufficient testing leads to increased risk
and poor product quality. The costs for fixing things later on are
much higher than the costs for doing thorough testing in the
projects. So, how much budget for testing do you
usually count into your projects?

Episode 12 : On the need for testing - Part 2
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The moon stood bright on the horizon and the silence 
inspired the courts favourite musician, Isembard, to compose 
a new song. But while looking up at the stars he tripped over
some abandoned tools that the workman had left behind and
fell into the newly dug well. No one had taken care to fence off
the site. Poor Isembard broke his arm and his lute. The king
and his guests were very disappointed that their favourite bard
wasn't able to play at the royal ball. “They should have kept an
eye out for safety!” the courtiers murmured between
themselves.Nobody and nothing should get in the way 
of the Royal Ball and so the wise wizard was 
called once again. If you were the wise wizard, 
what would you advise the king?

Episode 13 : Agile project management!
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One morning the portcullis got stuck. The sergeant kept
pressing the button on the control board until smoke came 
out of the back of it, but it wouldn’t shift.  “Why did you push
that button?” the king asked. “I thought it looked right” the
sergeant replied. The princes had selected such an expensive
technology provider, who made the automated lowering system
so complex there was no gold left over for training. The court
master explained to the king that the only people able to fix 
the problem was the external company. “We fully depend 
on them” he said.“It seems like we have a vendor 
lock-in” the king concluded with a frown, 
“I wonder if that happens in other castles too?”

Episode 14 : Insufficient training resulting in outage!
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With the portcullis fully blocked, the cook couldn't leave the
castle to fetch food. After some time everyone got really
hungry, and the king once again, asked the wise wizard to help
out. Good thing, the wizard could hack the gate in no time. The
fence opened with a slam and the cook rushed out.“In future,
set aside some gold to provide training, and keep your
documentation up-to-date.”, the wise wizard explained, “Be
sure to keep the critical knowledge available in the castle 
and have everyone trained at all times!”How much 
training did you receive in the past year? 
And who paid for it? Something to think about.

Episode 15 : I don't know how!
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Winter had come really fast and it was getting cold in the 
castle. The king ordered to light the fires. Only then the
servants discovered that the fire places had disappeared.The
king summoned the master mason to explain. “I warned for this
over and over, sire.” the master mason said, “One of the
Princes had the fire places removed in scope of the renovation
project. When we wanted to order new fire places, he decided
to first make his bedroom larger and fancier. And then the
queen asked to replace the council hall curtains with 
golden drapes. One thing led to another and in the
end there was no time or gold left to buy 
new fire places.”

Episode 16 : A decommission too far!
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The king told the wise wizard about the fire places that had
disappeared and were not replaced because other tasks had
taken up the time and means for the new ones. “You have
suffered from the dreaded Scope Creep’, sire!” he warned the 
King, “It is a fearless creature that can creep in from all little holes
in a project. It eats your time and precious gold. And while you are
nourishing the Scope Creep, the actual work to be done is pushed
back.”The king wondered how to fight this Scope Creep.  “The
portfolio and project managers need to constantly guard their
projects, sire.” the wizard said, “And any changes to the
original project scope need to be formally approved by 
you through an updated project charter.” The wise
wizard said, having read the kings’ mind!

Episode 17 : The dreaded Scope Creep!
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A big fire broke out in the castle. Nobody knew what caused
it. Rumor had it that it was the cook that put too much sauce 
on the chicken! It didn’t matter, in no time the big tower was in
flames. The entire castle was covered in soot and thick black
smoke. Luckily nobody was injured.The king and the queen
stood in the garden. “Where will we sleep?” the queen asked
the king. “I wouldn’t know, my dear.” he responded. The queen
was shocked and upset, “I am not going to sleep on the 
ground, do you hear? Fix this!”The king was desperate. 
A burnt castle was bad, but an angry queen was so 
much worse.Do you know what to do if disaster 
strikes in your castle?

Episode 18 : Disaster strikes!
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The big tower was still smoking when the wise wizard came 
to the rescue with a scroll outlining a set of instructions.
“I took the liberty to call disaster and kick off a castle Disaster
Recovery Plan, sire.” the wise wizard said. The king looked at
the wizard with big eyes, “Huh?” The wizard continued, “In line
with this plan, I arranged alternative dormitories in the largest
inn at the border of the town. You can continue the reign of
your country from the inn’s common room until the big tower
has been rebuilt.”The king straightened his crown and
walked over to the queen. “Good news, my dear. 
We have a Disaster Recovery Plan, it covers
everything. I can even continue my business!”

Episode 19: A disaster Recovery Plan!
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Several months later the castle was rebuilt and everyone
returned. 
 
The king and the queen lived happily ever after in the castle.

Episode 20: The End!
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